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Abstract—This paper introduces the mobile access coordinated
wireless sensor network (MC-WSN)—a novel energy efficient
scheme for time-sensitive applications. In conventional sensor net-
works with mobile access points (SENMA), the mobile access
points (MAs) traverse the network to collect information directly
from individual sensors. While simplifying the routing process, a
major limitation with SENMA is that data transmission is lim-
ited by the physical speed of the MAs and their trajectory length,
resulting in low throughput and large delay. In an effort to resolve
this problem, we introduce the MC-WSN architecture, for which
a major feature is that: through active network deployment and
topology design, the number of hops from any sensor to the MA
can be limited to a pre-specified number. In this paper, we inves-
tigate the optimal topology design that minimizes the average
number of hops from sensor to MA, and provide the through-
put analysis under both single-path and multipath routing cases.
Moreover, putting MC-WSN in the bigger picture of network
design and development, we provide a unified framework for wire-
less network modeling and characterization. Under this general
framework, it can be seen that MC-WSN reflects the integra-
tion of structure-ensured reliability/efficiency and ad-hoc enabled
flexibility.

Index Terms—Wireless sensor networks, mobile access coordi-
nator, N-hop network, throughput, energy efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS sensor network (WSN) has been identified
as a key technology in green communications, due

to its indispensable role in both civilian and military appli-
cations, such as reconnaissance, surveillance, environmental
monitoring, emergency response, smart transportation, and tar-
get tracking. Along with recent advances in remote control
technologies, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have been uti-
lized in wireless sensor networks for data collection [1], [2],
as well as for sensor management and network coordination.
Network deployment through UAV has also been explored in
literature [3], [4].
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For efficient and reliable communication over large-
scale networks, sensor network with mobile access points
(SENMA) was proposed in [1]. In SENMA, the mobile access
points (MAs) traverse the network to collect the sensing infor-
mation directly from the sensor nodes. SENMA has been
considered for military applications, where small low-altitude
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) serve as the mobile access
points that collect sensing information for surveillance, recon-
naissance and collaborative spectrum sensing [5]. When the
energy consumption at the MAs is not of a concern, SENMA
improves the energy efficiency of the individual sensor nodes
over ad-hoc networks by relieving sensors from complex and
energy-consuming routing functions. While simplifying the
routing process, a major limitation with SENMA is that a trans-
mission is made only if an MA visits the corresponding source
node; thus, data transmission is largely limited by the physical
speed of the MAs and the length of their trajectory, resulting in
low throughput and large delay.

In addition to SENMA, ad hoc networks with mobile sinks
have also been explored by other researchers. In [2], a mobile
sink is utilized for data collection, where it visits a limited num-
ber of pre-defined collection points in the network. Each sensor
routes its information to the nearest collection point through
multihop routing, then data is delivered to the sink when it visits
the corresponding location. Similar approach has been consid-
ered in [6]. As in the case of the conventional SENMA, the main
limitation of these approaches is that data transmission depends
on the physical speed of the access point, which is not desirable
for time-sensitive applications.

In [7], a different network set-up with a mobile sink is pre-
sented. In this approach, certain nodes along a ring in the
network are informed about the location of the sink. For data
transmission, a node first acquires the sink’s location, then for-
wards the packet to an anchor node which is closest to the
current sink location. If the sink moves to a new location, the
old anchor node will be updated with the new anchor node that
is closest to the sink. One limitation of this approach is the over-
head associated with the sink location acquisition, which would
impact the throughput and delay of data transmission as well
as the energy efficiency due to the frequent transmission and
reception of control messages. In [8], mobile relays are utilized
to facilitate data collection. However, this would be inefficient
in terms of energy consumption as well as delay.

In this paper, by exploiting the most recent advances in
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and wireless charging
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[3], [4], we propose a mobile access coordinated wireless
sensor network (MC-WSN) for time-sensitive, reliable, and
energy-efficient information exchange. In MC-WSN, the whole
network is divided into cells, each is covered by one MA,
and served with powerful center cluster head (CCH) located
in the middle of the cell, and multiple ring cluster heads
(RCHs) uniformly distributed along a ring within the cell. The
MAs coordinate the network through deploying, replacing and
recharging the nodes. They are also responsible for enhanc-
ing the network security, by detecting compromised nodes then
replacing them. Data transmission from sensor nodes to the MA
goes through simple routing with cluster heads (CHs), CCH or
RCHs serving as relay nodes. As in SENMA, the sensors are
not involved in the routing process. A major feature of MC-
WSN is that: Through active network deployment and topology
design, the number of hops from any sensor to the MA can be
limited to a pre-specified number. As will be shown, the hop
number control, in turn, results in better system performance in
throughput, delay, energy efficiency, and security management.

We would like to point out that this is an extension to our
previous work in [9], [10], where we presented a simplified
MC-WSN with a single RCH and multiple RCHs, respectively.
In this paper, first, we discuss optimal topology design for
MC-WSN such that the average number of hops between the
source and its nearest sink is minimized; second, we analyze the
throughput of MC-WSN under both single-path and multipath
routing cases; and finally, we provide a more fundamental rea-
soning for the design of MC-WSN from the network evolution
perspective, and characterize the convergence of centralized
and ad hoc networking using a unified framework.

As an important measure of network performance, through-
put is generally defined as the amount of information that
can be successfully transmitted over a network, and is largely
determined by the network model and transmission protocols.
Existing work on throughput analysis is versatile [11]–[17],
including one-hop centralized cases [11], [12] and ad-hoc cases
[13]–[15]. There was also research on systems with mobile
nodes [18], [19] and systems with mobile access points, like
SENMA [1].

In [13], the throughput of random ad-hoc networks is studied.
It was shown that the throughput obtained by each node van-
ishes as the number of nodes in the network increases. More
specifically, for an ad-hoc network containing n nodes, the
obtainable throughput by each node is O( W√

n
) bit-meters/sec,

where W is the maximum capacity of each link in the net-
work. Note that the size or density of an ad-hoc network or
a wireless sensor network plays a critical role in the network
performance. This result indicates that for reliable and efficient
communications, the network cannot be completely structure-
less, but should have a well-defined structure while maintaining
sufficient flexibility. This thought has actually been reflected in
the merging of centralized and ad-hoc networks, leading to ad-
hoc networks with structures, known as hybrid networks [20],
[21]. As will be shown in Section II, the proposed MC-WSN is
also an example of hybrid network: it has a hierarchical struc-
ture supported by the CCH, RCHs, and CHs; at the same time, it
also allows partially ad-hoc routing for network flexibility and
diversity.

In sensor networks with mobile sinks, as SENMA, since
there is a direct link between each sensor and the mobile sink,
the system throughput is significantly superior to that of ad-hoc
sensor networks [1]. However, a sensor can only transmit when
an access point is within the sensor’s communication range [1].
Hence, the throughput is limited by the access point’s traversal
speed and its trajectory length.

In this paper, we analyze the throughput of MC-WSN under
both single path and multiplath routing. We evaluate the average
per node throughput and compare it with that of SENMA. It is
observed that the throughput of MC-WSN is independent of
the physical speed of the MA, and hence is orders of magnitude
higher than that of the conventional SENMA.

The major contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

• We propose a reliable and efficient mobile access coor-
dinated WSN (MC-WSN) architecture for time-sensitive
information exchange. The MAs coordinate the network
through node deployment, replacement, recharging, mali-
cious node detection, and data collection. The energy
efficiency for individual sensors is maximized as they are
not involved in the routing process, and do not need to
receive beacon signals from the MA. Through active net-
work deployment, the number of hops from any sensor
to its corresponding MA can be limited to a pre-specified
number. The hop number control ensures efficient system
performance, and also makes the quantitative characteri-
zation of MC-WSN (in terms of throughput, stability, and
delay) more tractable.

• We present an optimal topology design for MC-WSN
such that the average number of hops between a sensor
and its nearest sink is minimized, and show that the num-
ber of hops from any sensor to the MA can be limited to
a pre-specified number.

• We calculate the throughput of MC-WSN considering
both single path and multiplath routing between each
source and its corresponding sink. More specifically:
(i) we analyze the throughput from an information the-
oretic perspective, and show that as the packet length gets
large, the throughput approximately equals to the average
normalized information that passes through the channel
between a source and its sink; (ii) we illustrate the effect
of the number of hops on the throughput, and show that
the throughput diminishes exponentially as the number of
hops increases; (iii) we show that the throughput of MC-
WSN is independent of the physical speed of the MA and
the length of its trajectory, and is orders or magnitude
higher than that of SENMA.

• We provide energy efficiency analysis based on the radio
energy dissipation modeling. We show that MC-WSN has
significantly higher energy efficiency than the conven-
tional SENMA.

• We discuss the design of MC-WSN in the bigger pic-
ture of network design and development. First, we revisit
the convergence of centralized and ad-hoc networks, and
discuss the general network design criterions from the
network evolution perspective. Second, we provide a uni-
fied framework – the N-hop network. It includes all the
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existing networks as special cases. Using the MC-WSN
as an example, we show that the N-hop framework can
help regulate the design and systematic performance anal-
ysis of wireless networks, and provide an analytical tool
to characterize the convergence of centralized and ad-hoc
networks.

Our analysis is demonstrated through numerical results. It
is shown that MC-WSN achieves much higher throughput and
energy efficiency than SENMA. Overall, the hierarchical and
heterogeneous structure makes MC-WSN a highly resilient,
reliable, and scalable architecture. Moreover, the methods used
here for network design and analysis provide insight for more
general network modeling and evaluation.

II. THE PROPOSED MOBILE ACCESS COORDINATED

WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK (MC-WSN)

In this section, we describe the proposed MC-WSN architec-
ture and highlight its major features.

A. General Description

We assume the network is divided into cells of radius d. Each
cell contains a single powerful mobile access point (MA) and n
uniformly deployed sensor nodes (SNs) that are arranged into
NC H clusters. Each cluster is managed by a cluster head (CH),
to which all the cluster members report their data. CHs then
route the data to the MA [9], [10], [22]. A powerful center clus-
ter head (CCH) is employed in the middle of each cell, and
K powerful ring cluster heads (RCH) are placed on a ring of
radius Rt . The CCH and RCHs can establish direct communi-
cation with the MA or with other RCHs that are closer to the
MA. All nodes within a distance Ro from the CCH route their
data to the MA through the CCH. All other nodes route their
data to the MA through the nearest RCH. If a sensor is within
the MA’s coverage range, then direct communications can take
place when permitted or needed. After receiving the data of the
sensors, the MA delivers it to a Base Station (BS). The over-
all network architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. As will be
illustrated in Section III, the number of hops from any sensor
to the MA can be limited to a pre-specified number through the
deployment of CCH and RCHs.

In the proposed MC-WSN architecture, the MA coordinates
the sensors and resolves the node deployment issue as well as
the energy consumption problem of wireless sensor networks.
More specifically, the MAs are responsible for: (i) deploying
nodes, (ii) replacing and recharging nodes, (iii) detecting mali-
cious sensors, then removing and replacing them, (iv) collecting
the information from sensors and delivering it to a BS.

When an MA needs to be recharged or reloaded, it sends a
request to the MA base. The base will send a new MA to the
cell, and the substituted MA will be called back to the base for
maintenance services. The MAs can move on the ground, and
can also fly at low altitude. Each MA traverses its cell mainly
for replacing or recharging low-energy sensor nodes and cluster
heads, as well as removing the malicious nodes. The recharging
can be performed in a wireless manner [23]. The MA moves
physically for data collection only in the case when the routing
paths do not work.

Fig. 1. Proposed MC-WSN architecture.

Data collection from the sensors can be event based or peri-
odic. Data transmissions from SNs to CHs, between CHs, and
from CCH/RCHs to the MA are made over different channels to
avoid interference between different communication links. Let
the communication range of each sensor node and CH be rc and
Rc, respectively. CHs have larger storage capacity and longer
communication range than SNs, i.e., Rc > rc. We assume short-
est path routing between the CHs and the CCH/RCHs. Note that
the sensors are not involved in the inter-cluster routing in order
to minimize their energy consumption.

Due to the MA-assisted active network deployment, we can
assume that the nodes are uniformly distributed in the network.
It is therefore reasonable to place the powerful RCHs at evenly
spaced locations on the ring Rt . To maximize the throughput
and minimize the delay of data transmission from the sensors
to the MA, the number of hops needed in routing should be
minimized. In Section III, we discuss network topology design
and obtain the optimal Rt and Ro that minimize the number of
hops.

Discussions on Feasibility: (i) In general, topology control
is difficult for large scale networks, especially under non-ideal
topographical conditions. In the proposed work, this problem
is significantly simplified. A main advantage of the proposed
mobile coordinated WSN is that we exploit the recent advances
in UAVs. Here each mobile access (MA) is an advanced UAV
which can deploy, replace and recharge the nodes. For large
network deployment, as in cellular networks, the whole area is
divided into cells, and each cell is coordinated by one MA. On
the other hand, in MC-WSN, ad-hoc routing is allowed between
the cluster heads. However, hop number control is enforced
to improve the throughput, delay and energy efficiency. For
environments with obstacles, to ensure that the number of
hops between the basic node and base station is within a pre-
specified number, we need to deploy more RCHs, and even
more base stations. As can be seen, with powerful mobile
access coordination, large-scale sensor network deployment
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under harsh environmental conditions becomes feasible and
practical.

(ii) It is true that even with the powerful mobile access, which
is actually an advanced UAV, which can deploy, replace and
recharge the nodes, uniform deployment may still be difficult
to achieve due to geographic limitations such as slopes, obsta-
cles, etc. In this case, to ensure that the number of hops between
the basic node and base station is within a pre-specified num-
ber, we need to deploy more RCHs rather than being limited by
the uniform requirement. The uniform deployment assumption
made in the paper is used to make the theoretical analysis more
tractable.

B. Major Features

The main advantages of MC-WSN lie in: (i) multi-
functionality of the mobile access; (ii) hop number control
through topology design; and (iii) hierarchical and heteroge-
neous node deployment. More specifically, MC-WSN has the
following features:

• Controlled network deployment and prolonged network
lifetime The proposed MC-WSN allows the MAs to man-
age the deployment of SNs and CHs. That is, the MA
can add more nodes, relocate or replace exiting nodes.
In addition, it can recharge or replace low-energy nodes.
When a node has low remaining energy, it sends a con-
trol message to the MA notifying it with its energy level.
The MA can then check and make the decision to replace
the node or recharge it. Being coordinated by the MA, the
MC-WSN architecture resolves the network deployment
issue and can actively prolong the network lifetime.

• Time-sensitive data transmission In conventional
SENMA, a transmission is made only if an MA visits
the corresponding source node; thus, data transmission is
limited by the physical speed of the MAs and the length
of their trajectory, resulting in low throughput and large
delay. In MC-WSN, the delay is effectively managed
through hop number control, and is independent of the
physical speed of the MA; in addition, unlike in [7], data
transmission does not involve large amount of control
messages for sink location acquisition.

• Enhanced network security First, the MAs can detect
malicious SNs and CHs and replace them [24]. When
the MA receives data from a node, it first authenti-
cates the source and checks its identity. If the source
passes the authentication procedure, the MA monitors the
reports of each individual node and compares it with the
final decision obtained through data fusion. Based on the
observations over multiple sensing periods, the malicious
nodes can be detected and removed [25]. In MC-WSN,
the access point traverses the network to replace low-
power nodes or unreliable compromised nodes without
affecting the normal data collection process in the net-
work. Second, with hop number control, the delay from
a sensor to the MA is limited within a pre-specified time
duration under regular network conditions. If the actual
delay is significantly larger, then an unexpected network

event or network failure is detected. Third, it is difficult
to get the MA itself compromised or destroyed, since it
is much more powerful than other network nodes, and it
moves randomly in the network where its location can be
kept private [26].

• Efficient energy consumption The SNs have the most
limited resources in wireless sensor networks. In the
proposed MC-WSN, SNs only communicate with their
nearest CHs, and are not involved in any inter-cluster
routing. Also, unlike SENMA and similar approaches,
SNs in MC-WSN do not need to receive the periodic
beacon signal from the MA, and hence the energy effi-
ciency is further improved. Note that the beacon signal in
SENMA is used to notify the sensors of the presence of
the MA and to indicate which sensor to transmit.

• Enhanced network resilience, reliability and scalabil-
ity: MC-WSN is a self-healing architecture, where the
CCH and RCHs represent different options for data trans-
mission to the MA. The diversity in multipath routing
increases the resilience of the network. In the worst case
when the routing paths do not work, the MA can traverse
its cell for data collection. Overall, the hierarchical and
heterogeneous structure makes the MC-WSN a highly
resilient, reliable, and scalable architecture.

III. NETWORK TOPOLOGY DESIGN

In this section, we investigate network topology design of
MC-WSN, and calculate the optimal radius Ro and the ring
radius Rt that minimize the average number of hops from any
CH to the MA. As will be shown in the next section, minimiz-
ing the number of hops has a direct impact on maximizing the
throughput. Since the basic sensor nodes are not involved in the
routing process, the topology design is therefore focused on the
multihop transmissions between CHs.

Note that under shortest path routing, the number of hops is
proportional to the distance between the source and its corre-
sponding sink. To minimize the number of hops, we design the
topology such that the average distance between a cluster head
and its nearest sink is minimized.

In the proposed MC-WSN architecture, the average squared
distance between any source and the corresponding sink
(CCH/RCH) can be expressed as:

d̄2 = 2K

[∫ π/K

θ=0

∫ Ro

x=0
x2 fX (x) f�(θ)dxdθ+

∫ π/K

θ=0

∫ Rt

x=R0

[
x2 − 2x Rt cos(θ) + R2

t

]
fX (x) f�(θ)dxdθ+

∫ π/K

θ=0

∫ d

x=Rt

[
x2 − 2x Rt cos(θ) + R2

t

]
fX (x) f�(θ)dxdθ

]
,

(1)

where X is the distance from the CH to the center of the cell,
� is the angle of the CH in the polar system with CCH as the
origin, as illustrated in Figure 2, fX (x) and f�(θ) denote the
probability density function (PDF) of X and �, respectively.
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Fig. 2. MC-WSN with four powerful RCHs.

Here, we approximate the hexagonal cell with a circularly-
shaped cell. Assuming that the CHs are uniformly distributed
in a circle of radius d, then fX (x) can be approximated by
fX (x) = 2x

d2 , and the PDF of � is modeled as f�(θ) = 1
2π

,

∀θ ∈ [0, 2π ].
Recall that K is the number of RCHs. Assume K > 1, and

set

∂ d̄2

∂ Ro
= 0,

∂ d̄2

∂ Rt
= 0. (2)

We get the optimal Ro = π Rt
2K sin( π

K )
, and Rt =

√
3−1
π

K sin( π
K )d = 0.233K sin( π

K )d. It follows that
Ro = 0.366d. In summary, we have the following result.

Proposition 1: Assuming a circular cell of radius d, to min-
imize the number of hops in the MC-WSN architecture with
one CCH and K RCHs, where K > 1, data transmission should
be arranged as follows: (1) The CHs within a distance Ro =
0.366d from the center of the cell deliver their data to the MA
through the CCH. (2) The CHs at a distance x from CCH, where
Ro ≤ x < d, deliver their data to the MA through the nearest
RCH on the ring of radius Rt = 0.233K sin( π

K )d.
With the optimal topology, the average squared distance

from a CH to its nearest sink (CCH/RCH) is d̄2 = 0.5d2 −
0.047d2 K 2[sin( π

K )]2. Assuming shortest path routing is avail-
able, with sufficient network diversity, the average number of
hops can be estimated as Nhop = d̄

Rc
, where Rc is the commu-

nication range of the cluster heads. Note that as K increases, d̄
and consequently Nhop decrease.

Here, we mainly focused on the multihop routing from a CH
to CCH/RCH. The maximum number of hops from any sensor
to the MA can be expressed as

N = 2 +
⌈

1

Rc
max

{
Ro,

√
R2

o − 2Ro Rt cos
( π

K

)
+ R2

t ,√
d2 − 2d Rt cos

( π

K

)
+ R2

t

}⌉
, (3)

where the first term accounts for the number of hops from a
SN to its corresponding CH and from a sink (CCH/RCH) to

the MA. As can be seen, the maximum number of hops can
be limited to a pre-specified number through the deployment
of RCHs and the topology design. More specifically, N can be
managed by the choice of the number of RCHs K , cell radius
d, ring radius Rt , and the radius Ro.

IV. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the throughput of the multihop
MC-WSN architecture. After introducing the definition of the
throughput in the single hop case, we analyze the multihop
throughput under both single path and multipath routing.

A. Definition of the Throughput

We start with the single hop case. Assuming node i is trans-
mitting to sink k, where k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K }. The throughput of
node i to sink k, Ti,k , is defined as the average number of
packets per slot that are initiated by node i and successfully
delivered to the intended receiver k [27]. Define Rk

S(ν) as the set
of nodes that have their packets successfully delivered to sink
k in slot ν, where S is the set of nodes scheduled to transmit.
Then, Ti,k can be expressed as:

Ti,k = E

[
lim

V →∞
1

V

V∑
ν=1

I [i ∈ Rk
S(ν)]

]

= lim
V →∞

1

V

V∑
ν=1

Pr{i ∈ Rk
S(ν)}, (4)

where I (.) is the indication function.
Let tk

i be a binary flag indicating that node i transmits data
to sink k: tk

i = 1 means that sensor i is scheduled to transmit
its data to the sink k, otherwise tk

i = 0. Similarly, let rk
i be

a binary flag indicating that the data of node i is successfully
received at the intended destination k (CCH or RCH). Note that
the transmission from the powerful CCH/RCH to the MA can
be made at high-power and high-rate. Also, with the active net-
work deployment performed by the MA, the data from each
sensor to its CH can be transmitted over a single hop using a
collision-free MAC protocol. Thus, we focus on data transmis-
sion from the CH of the originating node to its corresponding
CCH/RCH. Assume that the packet reception from slot to slot
is an i.i.d process, then it follows that:

Ti,k = Pr{rk
i = 1|tk

i = 1}Pr{tk
i = 1}. (5)

In the following, we analyze Ti,k from the information theory
perspective, by discussing the relationship between Ti,k and the
mutual information between the packet transmitted from CH i
and the packet received at sink k.

For each slot, define Xk
i as the transmitted packet from CH i

to sink k, where Xk
i = 0 means that node i is not transmitting.

Let X̃ k
i be the non-zero packets of Xk

i , then Xk
i = tk

i X̃ k
i [11].

Assume that sink k receives packets from multiple nodes in a
collision-free manner. Define Yk as the received vector at sink
k, where the i th element in Yk is the received packet from CH i .
Let rk be the vector whose i th element is rk

i . It has been shown
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in [11] that the mutual information between Xk
i and Yk can be

written as a function of the throughput of CH i to sink k (Ti,k)
as follows:

I(Xk
i , Yk) = I(tk

i , rk) + H(X̃ k
i )Ti,k, (6)

where I(x, y) is the mutual information between x and y, and
H(x) is the entropy of x . Let Ik

p = I(Xk
i , Yk)/H(X̃ k

i ), which
is measured in number of packets per slot. In general, Ti,k ≤
Ik

p. Note that tk
i is binary, i.e., H(tk

i ) ≤ 1, which implies that

I(tk
i , rk) ≤ H(tk

i ) ≤ 1. As a result, if the packet length gets
large, i.e., H(X̃ k

i ) → ∞, then we have Ti,k � Ik
p.

From the information theory perceptive, this shows that: Ti,k

is the average normalized information (measured in packets per
slot) passed through the channel between CH i and sink k.

B. Multihop Single Path Routing Case

In this subsection, we analyze the throughput of a node in the
case when there is a pre-defined multihop single path from each
CH to its corresponding sink.

Consider that CH i requires N k
i hops to reach sink k. N k

i
is based on the network architecture, topology, and routing
scheme. Let the ideal or shortest path from CH i to sink k be
iN k

i
→ iN k

i −1 → . . . i1 → i0, where iN k
i

is the source CH i and

i0 is the sink k. Let tk
i,h be a binary flag at hop h, indicating that

CH ih is scheduled to relay a packet of CH i to CH ih−1 along
the route to sink k. Also, let rk

i,h be a binary flag indicating that
the data of CH i is successfully received at CH ih−1 along the
same route to sink k. It follows that, at each particular time slot,
we have:

Pr{rk
i,h = 1} = Pr{rk

i,h = 1|tk
i,h = 1}Pr{tk

i,h = 1}. (7)

Consider that a packet of CH i is received at sink k in slot ν.
This implies that there exists a scheduling slot vector ν = [ν −
�νN k

i −1, . . . , ν − �ν1, ν], such that all nodes along the routing
path from i to the sink successfully transmit the packet of node
i . More specifically, node ih is scheduled to transmit in slot
ν − �νh−1, where �νx > �νy , ∀x > y and �ν0 = 0. Along
slot vector ν, define the transmission flag of CH i as tk

i (ν), such
that tk

i (ν) = [1, .., 1] when CH i transmits a packet to sink k
and the transmission at the last hop (at CH i1) occurs in slot ν.
Note that if the relay at the last hop along the transmission path
from i to the sink transmits the packet of node i , then it implies
that all intermediate hops were scheduled to transmit in prior
slots. That is, we have

Pr{tk
i (ν) = 1} = Pr{tk

i,1(ν) = 1, . . . , tk
i,N k

i
(ν − �νN k

i −1) = 1}.
(8)

Omit the slot index, (8) can be simplified as: Pr{tk
i = 1} =

Pr{tk
i,1 = 1, . . . , tk

i,N k
i

= 1}.
For the throughput calculation here, we do not consider

retransmissions of packets. Assuming that there exists a sched-
ule such that the source CH and all its intermediate relays are
assigned time slots to transmit/forward the source’s data, and
assuming that the transmissions in all slots are i.i.d, then we

can drop the slot index from the throughput expression. In the
case when the amplify-and-forward protocol is adopted in the
relaying process, which implies that rk

i,h’s are independent at
different hops, it follows from (5) and (7) that:

Ti,k = Pr{tk
i,1 = 1, . . . , tk

i,N k
i

= 1}
N k

i∏
h=1

Pr{rk
i,h = 1|tk

i,h = 1},

= Pr{tk
i = 1}

N k
i∏

h=1

Pr{rk
i,h = 1|tk

i,h = 1}. (9)

Note that if decode-and-forward is employed at the interme-
diate CHs instead of the amplify-and-forward, then the errors
in one hop can be corrected at another hop experiencing bet-
ter channel conditions. This is at the expense of increased
complexity and delay at all hops.

It is noted from equation (9) that the throughput depends on
the employed PHY, MAC, routing protocols as well as the net-
work environment. tk

i is related to the MAC protocol, while rk
i

is related to the PHY protocol. The routing protocol determines
the path and the number of hops from a source to its destination.

Denote Nint f as the minimum separation between links for
bandwidth reuse. That is, when a transmission is made by a
CH, other nodes within a distance of Nint f Rc from the transmit-
ting CH should remain silent or use another orthogonal channel.
Let nk be the number of nodes connected to sink k. Following
similar process as in [17], we have the following result.

Lemma 1: When TDMA is used, each node connected to
sink k can transmit with a probability P(tk

i = 1) ≥ 1
Nint f nk

. If
hybrid TDMA/FDMA is used, and NFreq is the number of fre-
quencies available for simultaneous CHs transmissions within
the same interference region, then P(tk

i = 1) ≥ NFreq
Nint f nk

.

Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix A. �
In the following, we illustrate the transmission probability

bound in Lemma 1 through an example. Consider two paths
connected to sink k, each has three hops as shown in Figure 3.
Note that node 3 transmits three packets to the sink: its own
packet as well as packets of nodes 1 and 2. Similarly, node 6
transmits three packets to the sink, which are packets of nodes
4, 5 and its own packet. Nodes 2 and 5 transmit two packets,
while nodes 1 and 4 transmit one packet. Assuming Nint f = 3,
that is, nodes within a distance of 3Rc from a source cannot
transmit at the same frequency and time slot. If NFreq = 1,
then only one node can transmit at a given time slot, result-
ing in a total of 12 time slots to receive one packet from each
source. Therefore, the transmission probability of each node
will be P(tk

i = 1) = 1
12 > 1

Nint f nk
. Note that, in this example,

nk = 6. On the other hand, if NFreq = 2, then the transmis-
sions along the two paths can be made independently resulting
in doubling the transmission probability per node. That is, in
this case, P(tk

i = 1) = 1
6 >

NFreq
Nint f nk

.
Next, we evaluate the probability of successful reception,

which can be viewed as a condition on the signal to inter-
ference and noise ratio SI N R. Let Pi be the power of node
i that is exponentially distributed with mean P̄i . That is,
Pr{Pi = x} = P̄−1 exp

{−P̄−1x
}
. Assume P̄i = P̄ ∀i .
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Fig. 3. Example used to illustrate Lemma 1. Here Rc denotes the distance
between neighboring heads, it is a network parameter controlled by the MA
through active node deployment.

Suppose a transmission is made from li to l j , where li and
l j are the locations of the transmitting and receiving nodes,
respectively, and Li, j = |li − l j | is the distance between them.
The SINR in the transmission from i to j , SI N Ri, j , can

be expressed as SI N Ri, j = L−β
i, j Pi

No+∑
x∈Xi

x 
=i
L−β

x, j Px
, where No is

the noise power, Xi is the set of all radios transmitting on
the same channel and in the same time slot as node i , and
β ≥ 2 is the path loss exponent (β = 2 in free space envi-
ronment). In structured networks, the assignment of channels
and time slots can be managed to minimize the interference.
In this case, the interference term becomes negligible, and

we get SI N Ri, j = L−β
i, j Pi

No
. Hence, we use SI N R and SN R

interchangeably.
We can write

Pr{rk
i,h = 1|tk

i,h = 1} = Pr{SI N Rih ,ih−1 > γ }, (10)

where γ is the SINR threshold for successful transmission.
Note that if the transmitter power is fixed and is affected
by a Rayleigh fading channel, the received power will be
exponentially distributed [28]. In other words, this model is
equivalent to having a fixed-power transmitted signal passing
through a Rayleigh fading channel. In both cases, the received
SI N R will be exponentially distributed [29]. Define λi,h =
γ No

[
Lih ,ih−1

]β as the minimum transmit power of node ih to
guarantee the SI N R threshold at hop h − 1. We have

Pr{SI N Rih ,ih−1 > γ } = Pr{Pih > λi,h}
=

∫ ∞

s=λi,h

1

P̄
exp

{
− 1

P̄
s

}
ds

= exp
{−μλi,h

}
= exp

{
−γ

No

P̄

[
Lih ,ih−1

]β}
.

(11)

Note that the average SNR at hop h can be expressed

as: SN Rh = P̄
[

Lih ,ih−1

]−β

No
. If Lih ,ih−1 = L ∀h, then SN Rh =

SN R and Pr{SI N Rih ,ih−1 > γ } = exp
{− γ

SN R

}∀h. From

(9)–(11), we get:

Ti,k =Pr{tk
i = 1}

N k
i∏

h=1

exp

{
−γ

No

P̄

[
Lih ,ih−1

]β}

=Pr{tk
i = 1} exp

⎧⎨
⎩−γ

No

P̄

N k
i∑

h=1

[
Lih ,ih−1

]β⎫⎬⎭ .

(12)

Theorem 1: In a multihop MC-WSN network, assuming
exponentially distributed transmit powers, the throughput of
CH i along a predefined single routing path to sink k is:

Ti,k = Pr{tk
i = 1} exp

⎧⎨
⎩−κ

N k
i∑

h=1

[
Lih ,ih−1

]β⎫⎬⎭ , (13)

where N k
i is the number of hops in CH i’s transmission,

Pr{tk
i = 1} is the probability that CH i and all its intermedi-

ate relaying nodes are scheduled to transmit the data of CH i to
sink k, β is the path loss exponent of the channel, Lx,y is the
distance between nodes x and y, and κ = γ No

P̄
.

Remark 1: It can be seen from Theorem 1 that if the
hops are equidistant, the throughput will decrease as the num-
ber of hops increases. More specifically, when Lih−1,ih =
L ,∀h ∈ {1, 2, .., N k

i }, we get Ti,k ∝ exp{−N k
i }. It follows that

limN k
i →∞ Ti,k = 0.

This result justifies our motivation of limiting the number
of hops from each sensor to the MA to a pre-specified num-
ber through the topology design and deployment of CCH and
RCHs. With hop number control, we can have better control
and management over the system throughput, delay, security,
and energy efficiency.

Remark 2: It is worth mentioning that if the distance
between the source and the sink is fixed, then larger number
of hops would correspond to lower per-hop distance, and con-
sequently resulting in an improved performance at low SN R
values. However, this would require higher node density, and
hence an increase in the number of nodes in each cell. In this
paper, under the assumption that the number of nodes in each
cell is fixed, we will mainly consider the case of fixed per-hop
distance.

Now we obtain the overall average per node throughput.
Define PAk as the probability that a cluster head lies in the cov-
erage area of sink k. That is, its nearest sink is sink k. Following
Lemma 1, we set P(tk

i = 1) = NFreq
Nint f nk

, which is a conservative
measure for the per node transmission probability. Recall that
NC H is the total number of CHs, then the number of CHs that
transmit to sink k is nk = PAk NC H . Hence, the overall aver-
age per node transmission probability in the cell, P̄t , can be
expressed as:

P̄t =
K∑

k=0

PAk

NFreq

Nint f nk
=

K∑
k=0

PAk

NFreq

Nint f PAk NC H

=(K + 1)
NFreq

Nint f NC H
, (14)
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where Nint f is the bandwidth reuse measure, and NFreq is the
number of frequencies available for simultaneous cluster head
transmissions. For equidistant hops with length Rc, the overall
average per node throughput is expressed as

T̄ = P̄t exp
{−κ Nhop Rβ

c

}
, (15)

where Nhop is the average number of hops from a CH to its
corresponding sink in each cell, and is obtained in Section III.

C. Multihop Multipath Routing Case

In the previous subsection, we considered the case when
there is a single pre-defined path between a CH and a sink. Note
that, in general, the transmission can go through different paths
due to the existence of network diversity. In this section, we
formulate the throughput for the multipath case. We have the
following result:

Theorem 2: Let N be the maximum number of hops from
a CH to its sink along any routing path. Consider that for
each hop number l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, there are Pi,l possible l-
hop paths from CH i to sink k. Let T (i |N k

i = l,Pk
i = p) be the

throughput that can be achieved along one of the l-hop paths
from source i to sink k assuming the path Pk

i = p, then the
throughput of node i can be calculated as:

Ti,k =
N∑

l=1

Pi,l∑
p=1

T (i |N k
i = l,Pk

i = p) Pr{Pk
i = p|N k

i = l}

× Pr{Ni = l}. (16)

Here, l-hop path means a path that consists of l hops.
It is noted that T (i |N k

i = l,Pk
i = p) can be obtained from

Theorem 1 by substituting N k
i = l, which is the number of hops

along the particular path Pk
i = p. The term Pr{Pk

i = p|N k
i = l}

depends on the routing protocol. It should be emphasized that
when multiple routes are enabled, the utilized scheduling pro-
tocol, and hence P(tk

i = 1), could be different than that in the
single routing path case.

D. Total Network Throughput

The network throughput, ϒ , is defined as the average number
of packets received successfully from all clusters per unit time.

Let Nk be the set of CHs that transmit to sink k. Following
Theorems 1 and 2, the total throughput of the proposed MC-
WSN architecture with K RCHs and a CCH can be obtained
as:

ϒ =
K∑

k=0

∑
i∈Nk

Ti,k

=
K∑

k=0

∑
i∈Nk

N∑
l=1

Pi,l∑
p=1

T (i |N k
i = l,Pk

i = p)

× Pr{Pk
i = p|N k

i = l} Pr{N k
i = l}

=
K∑

k=0

∑
i∈Nk

N∑
l=1

Pi,l∑
p=1

pk
i (p) exp

{
−κ

l∑
h=1

[
Lik

h ,i k
h−1

(p)
]β

}

× Pr{Pk
i = p|N k

i = l} Pr{N k
i = l},

(17)

where nk is the number of nodes connected to sink k,
Lik

h ,i k
h−1

(p) is the length between CHs i k
h and i k

h−1 along path

p, and pk
i (p) is the transmission probability of CH i along path

p to sink k.

V. MC-WSN WITHIN A BIGGER VISION—CONVERGENCE

OF CENTRALIZED AND AD-HOC NETWORKS

In this section, we provide a more fundamental reason-
ing for the design of MC-WSN from the network evolution
perspective.

A. Convergence of Centralized and Ad-Hoc Networks—A
Revisit

Represented by the cellular networks, centralized networks
have been playing a dominant role in wireless communication
system management and deployment. Cellular networks have
evolved from the 1G voice centric system, represented by the
Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) and European Total
Access System (ETACS), to today’s high speed multi-media
3G (UMTS WCDMA, CDMA 2000 and TD-SCDMA) and 4G
(WiMAX and LTE) systems.

With well-organized infrastructure, centralized networks can
provide very good transmission reliability, efficiency and scal-
ability. However, the traditional centralized network does not
have sufficient diversity and endpoint communication flexibil-
ity. For example, in today’s cellular networks, the mobile will
generally lose network connection once the BS is not function-
ing, since each mobile is typically connected to only one BS.
Moreover, if two mobiles are spatially close, they cannot estab-
lish direct communication, but have to communicate through
the BS, leading to unnecessary resource waste.

The structureless ad-hoc networks, on the other hand, can
provide excellent flexibility with reliable performance for
small-scale networks. One good example is the mesh network,
where direct (one-hop) communication can be established
between any two end-points within the local area network. The
scalability, however, has proved to be a serious challenge for
large-scale ad-hoc networks due to the uncertainty, complexity,
as well as the delay and energy concerns in the routing process.
The problems become even worse when the devices are mobile.

The observations above lead to the idea of hybrid networks,
which actually reflects the convergence of centralized and ad-
hoc networks. On the cellular side, recent wireless MAN and
LAN standards, such as WiMAX 802.16 and WiFi 802.11s,
have incorporated the mesh capability to the wireless network
nodes, which allows each node to forward the traffic of other
nodes in the network in a planned yet ad-hoc manner. On the
ad-hoc side, local structures are inserted to the network for
more efficient and simpler transmissions. More specifically, the
end points are grouped into clusters, with each cluster managed
by a cluster head in a centralized manner. This idea leads to
the mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) and clustered wireless
sensor networks.

The evolution of the centralized and ad-hoc networks to
hybrid networks indicates that: for wireless communications,
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we would need both network centric management as well as
ad-hoc flexibility. Based on this observation, we can summarize
the general network design criterions as follows: The network
needs to have a well-organized infrastructure to ensure the
reliability (including both transmission accuracy and security),
capacity, energy efficiency as well as time efficiency. At the
same time, the network should provide sufficient flexibility by
allowing authorized ad-hoc communications among the nodes
or devices.

B. The Idea of the N-Hop Networks

With the general design criterions in mind, we now try to
come up with a unified framework for wireless networks that
could cover most of the existing systems as special cases.

For any wireless network, let the minimum number of hops
for a basic node (i.e., the terminal, such as a mobile or a sen-
sor) i to reach the base station (BS) or the sink be Ni . Define
N = max{Ni } over all the nodes. N is an important characteri-
zation on how closely the basic nodes are connected to the BS or
the sink. It has a direct impact on network capacity, reliability,
delay, efficiency, as well as their evaluation techniques.

Now we introduce the idea of N -hop networks. A wireless
network is said to be an N -hop network if every basic node
(BN) can reach the BS or the sink within N hops under normal
network conditions. By normal conditions, we mean that there
are no hostile attacks, or severe, unexpected system failures.
Based on this definition, if N = 1, we obtain the strictly cen-
tralized network. For some sensor networks with mobile access
points, we also have N = 1, see the SENMA in [1] for example.
In SENMA, with well designed mobile access trajectory, there
is no routing and all the sensors can reach the mobile access
in one hop. If N = 2, we get the relay-assisted cellular net-
work; For an ad-hoc network of size n, generally, N ≤ n − 1.
Actually, almost all the existing systems fall into this unified
framework.

C. MC-WSN, Hop Number Control, and Further Discussions

MC-WSN provides an interesting and representative exam-
ple on N-hop hybrid network design. A main feature of MC-
WSN is that the number of hops from any sensor to the mobile
access can be limited to a pre-specified number N through
active network deployment and topology design.

The importance of the hop number control was justified in
Section IV, the throughput analysis. First, it was shown that
along each individual path where the hops are equidistant, the
throughput decreases as the number of hops increases; Second,
the N-hop framework makes it possible for us to obtain a quan-
titative form for the throughput calculation of each node in the
flexible, multipath scenarios. More specifically, the throughput
is obtained as the sum of the weighted throughput of all possi-
ble paths, where the weight of a path is the probability for the
path to be selected for transmission. That is, with the N-hop
framework, analytical evaluation of the network performance
becomes more tractable.

Discussion on Future Work Due to possible link fail-
ure conditions and/or malicious attacks, the number of hops

for a node to reach the sink could be more than N .
For this reason, we extend the definition of N-hop net-
works to α-level N-hop networks, which is characterized
by: Pr{BN can reach the BS or sink within N hops} = α. The
level α can be used as an indicator of how smooth the network
is operating.

This extension leads us to a more complex and challenging
field — secure and efficient network design and analysis under
various hostile environments.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of MC-
WSN through simulation examples. First, we show the effect
of the number of RCHs on the average number of hops in
data transmission. Then, we illustrate the per node through-
put performance of the MC-WSN, and compare it to that of
SENMA.

We assume that the SNs and CHs are uniformly distributed
in each cell, and TDMA/FDMA is used for scheduling. In the
simulations, we use the following parameters: the communi-
cation range of the cluster heads is Rc = 30 m and that of
sensors is rc = 15 m, the optimal values for Ro and Rt are set
according to Proposition 1, the path loss exponent is β = 2, the
SI N R threshold is γ = 5 dB, and the bandwidth reuse mea-
sure is Nint f = 2. Assuming the packet size is 16 bytes and
the data rate is 5kbps, then the packet duration will be 25.6
ms. The slot duration equals to the packet duration, i.e., we set
Tslot = 25.6 ms. Note that the same slot duration will be needed
if the packet size is 128 bytes, and the data rate 40kbps.

Example 1: Hop number control Figure 4 shows the aver-
age number of hops and the maximum number of hops versus
the number of RCHs (K ) in MC-WSN. As expected, when K
increases, the number of hops decreases. It is noted that in the
case when only the CCH is employed, which corresponds to the
traditional centralized networks, the average number of hops is
2d

3Rc
. Under the same settings used in Figure 4, it is clear that

data transmission in MC-WSN can be performed effectively
through less number of hops as compared to the traditional
centralized network model with a single sink.

Example 2: Throughput comparison In this example, we
evaluate the overall average per node throughput of MC-WSN
and compare it to that of SENMA for different network cell
sizes d. Define the density of the sensor nodes and the cluster
heads as ρSN = n

πd2 and ρC H = NC H
πd2 , respectively. Here, we

set ρSN = 0.0283, ρC H = 0.0014, and assume SN R = 8 dB.
In SENMA, the transmission probability of any sensor can be
evaluated as: P(tSE N M A = 1) = Tslot

L M A
VM A

+nTslot
, where VM A is the

speed of the MA, L M A is the length of the MA trajectory,
and Tslot is the slot duration assigned to each node for trans-
mission. We set VM A = 30 m/s, which is relatively high. The
length of the MA trajectory in SENMA can be expressed as:

L M A = 2π
∑� d

2rc
−1

l=0 (d − (2l + 1)rc) + 2rc(� d
2rc

 − 1) [30].
In Figure 5, the overall average per node throughput of MC-

WSN with K = 6 and SENMA architecture are plotted versus
the network cell radius. For MC-WSN, we consider the cases
when NFreq = 1 and 4. It is shown that the throughput of
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Fig. 4. Number of hops from a CH to its nearest sink versus the number of
RCHs (K ), when d = 200 m and Rc = 30 m.

Fig. 5. Average per node throughput in packets per slot vs. the cell radius
for MC-WSN and SENMA. Here, K = 6, VM A = 30 m/s, ρSN = 0.0283,
ρC H = 0.0014, SN R = 8 dB, Nint f = 2, Rc = 30 m, rc = 15 m, and Tslot =
25.6 ms.

MC-WSN is superior to that of SENMA. This is because the
transmission of the nodes in the SENMA architecture depends
on the speed of the MA and its trajectory length. It can be seen
from Figure 5 that as the number of orthogonal frequencies
increases, the throughput of MC-WSN can be further improved.

Example 3: Throughput performance under non-ideal net-
work settings In this example, we will take both the collision
effect and non-ideal network deployment into consideration,
and explore how that would influence the throughput perfor-
mance. In the network setup, we deploy CHs in layers with
respect to the CCH and the interval between neighboring layers
is Rc. The CHs in each layer are uniformly distributed on a cir-
cle according to density ρC H . We then introduce Gaussian noise
to the positions of CHs, and obtain non-uniform CH deploy-
ment. We assume shortest path routing among the CHs. The
network deployment and routing paths are shown in Figure 6,
where the radius of the region is d = 200 m.

Fig. 6. Network deployment and routing paths.

In the simulation, we assume that: (i) during an initial net-
work set-up phase, the basic nodes (i.e., the sensor nodes)
within each cluster are informed about their schedules to
transmit to the corresponding cluster head; and the cluster
heads surrounding the powerful Ring Cluster Heads (RCHs) or
Center Cluster Head (CCH) are informed about their schedules
to transmit to the corresponding RCH or CCH, respectively.
(ii) For the ad-hoc routing among cluster heads before the pack-
ets reach the RCHs or CCH, Carrier Sense Multiple Access
(CSMA) is used. That is, for each relay CH, the nearby CHs
would first verify the absence of traffic in the channel before
transmission. Once a CH detects that the channel is busy, it
waits for a random period and then try again. The waiting time
of each CH is exponentially distributed and its mean is propor-
tional to the inverse of the number of CHs it relays. Statistically,
CHs that relay the same number of packets will have equal
opportunity of transmission. Here, the overhead is represented
as: a control channel is allocated for medium access control
(MAC).

In the simulation, the collision effect or interference between
clusters that use the same channel or frequency band is taken
into consideration. More specifically, we assume that neighbor-
ing CHs with distance smaller than Nint f × Rc from the active
CH can participate in the CSMA, and will not cause interfer-
ence. However, for the CHs out of that region, they could not
participate in the CSMA and may act as interferers. We take the
interference from these CHs into consideration while measur-
ing SNR in our simulation. We set rC SM A = Nint f Rc, NFreq =
1, and keep other parameters the same as in Example 2. The
comparison of the theoretical and simulation results is shown
in the Figure 7.

Example 4: Energy consumption Energy efficiency is a pri-
mary concern in wireless sensor networks due to the limited
power resource of the individual sensors. The hierarchical
node deployment in MC-WSN allows sensors to communicate
with their nearest CHs only, and hence achieves low energy
consumption at the individual sensors, which is much more effi-
cient than the conventional SENMA architecture. In SENMA,
all sensors within the coverage area of an MA receives a beacon
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Fig. 7. Throughput under non-ideal network settings: comparison of the
theoretical and simulation results.

signal from the MA, which is used to notify sensors of the pres-
ence of the MA and to indicate which sensor can transmit. The
periodic reception of beacon signals from MA in SENMA con-
tributes significantly to the power consumption at the individual
sensors.

To evaluate the energy efficiency, we use the circuitry radio
energy dissipation modeling [31]. In this model, each receiv-
ing node consumes Er x (J/bit) in the receiver electronics, and
each transmitting node consumes Etx + εpa Lβ (J/bit), where
Etx is the energy dissipated in the transmitter electronics, εpa

is the energy consumed by the power amplifier, β is the path
loss exponent, and L is the per-hop distance.

Now focusing on the energy consumption at the individual
sensors, we find that in MC-WSN the maximum energy dis-
sipated in a sensor to transmit a bit to its corresponding CH
is:

ESN ,M = Etx + εparβ
c (J/bit). (18)

In the case of SENMA, each sensor must first receive a beacon
signal from the MA in order to report its data. Assuming that the
access point traverses the network at a height HS broadcasting
beacon signals at random locations, and modeling the coverage
area of the access point as a circle of radius r , then the energy
dissipated by a sensor to report a single bit to the MA is [1]:

ESN ,S = Etx + εpa Hβ
S + Er xπr2 n

AT
, (19)

where AT is the area of the cell and n is the total number of
sensors in this area. Notice the additional term for the reception
process in (19) compared to (18). That is, even if rβ

c = Hβ
S ,

the energy consumption in SENMA is higher than that in MC-
WSN.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that MC-WSN is significantly
more energy-efficient than SENMA, and the energy efficiency
gains increase as the density of the sensors increases. The
energy dissipated during the multiple beacon reception process
contributes significantly to the overall energy consumption in
SENMA.

Fig. 8. The energy dissipation (J/bit) vs. the number of SNs in the MC-WSN
and SENMA networks, when rc = r = 15 m, HS = 10 m, β = 2, Etx =
Er x = 50 nJ/bit, ε = 10 pJ/bit/m2, and d = 200 m.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a mobile access coordinated wireless sensor
networks (MC-WSN) architecture was proposed for reliable,
efficient, and time-sensitive information exchange. MC-WSN
exploits the MAs to coordinate the network through deploy-
ing, replacing, and recharging nodes, as well as detecting
malicious nodes and replacing them. The hierarchical and het-
erogeneous structure makes the MC-WSN a highly resilient,
reliable, and scalable architecture. We provided the optimal
topology design for MC-WSN such that the average num-
ber of hops from any sensor to the MA is minimized. We
analyzed the performance of MC-WSN in terms of through-
put. It was shown that with active network deployment and
hop number control, MC-WSN achieves much higher through-
put and energy efficiency over the conventional SENMA. Our
analysis also indicated that with hop number control, net-
work analysis does become more tractable. Moreover, putting
MC-WSN in the bigger picture of network design and devel-
opment, we provided a unified framework for wireless net-
work modeling and characterization. Under this general frame-
work, it can be seen that MC-WSN reflects the integration
of structure-ensured reliability/efficiency and ad-hoc enabled
flexibility.

APPENDIX A
TRANSMISSION PROBABILITY

Proof of Lemma 1: In this appendix, we obtain the uni-
form transmission probability of CHs within the coverage
area of sink k ∈ [0, 1, . . . , K ]. We show that when hybrid
TDMA/FDMA is used, the transmission probability P(tk

i =
1) ≥ NFreq

Nint f nk
, ∀i ∈ Nk , where nk is the number CHs transmit-

ting to sink k, Nk is the set of CHs within the coverage area
of sink k, Nint f is the bandwidth reuse measure, and NFreq

is the number of frequencies available for simultaneous CHs
transmissions within the same interference region.
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The length of the TDMA schedule is the number of slots
needed for the sink to receive one packet from all CHs within its
coverage area. Since CHs within one hop from the sink relay the
traffic of all other CHs within the sink’s coverage area, then the
largest length of a scheduling period can be obtained by find-
ing the number of slots these CHs need to forward all the traffic
they have (one packet from each source) to the sink. Here, we
assume that each node has a packet to transmit and all pack-
ets are of the same importance, i.e. periodic data collection is
considered. Note that in event driven scenarios, the length of
the TDMA schedule could be less than that in the periodic data
collection case.

First, consider NFreq = 1. Then, a CH close to the sink can
transmit only if other CHs within the interference region are
silent. Hence, the length of the transmission schedule to sink k
is:

Sk ≤
Nint f∑
h=1

Nh,k(N f,h,k + 1), (A-1)

where Nh,k is the number of CHs at hop level h from sink k, and
N f,h,k is the number of CHs that forward their data through CH
at hop level h from sink k; hence, (N f,h,k + 1) is the total num-
ber of packets a node at hop level h sends to sink k. Note that
the inequality is mainly due to considering the largest number
of interfering neighbors, which is when a CH arbitrary close to
the sink location is considered.

Recall that NC H is the total number of CHs in the cell. Let
AT be the total area of the cell, and Ak be the coverage area of
sink k; then, nk = Ak

AT
NC H . Let Ah,k be the area served by sink

k until hop level h only. Hence, we have1:

Nh,k �
(

Ah,k − Ah−1,k
)

AT
NC H , N f,h,k � Ak − Ah,k

AT

NC H

Nh,k
.

(A-2)
When Nint f = 2, it follows from (A-1) that [17]:

Sk ≤ nk

(
2 − A1,k

Ak

)
. (A-3)

Since A1,k < Ak , then 0 <
A1,k
Ak

< 1, and we have Sk ≤ 2nk .
Similarly, for general Nint f , we have:

Sk ≤ Nint f nk . (A-4)

Note that if one of the nodes within one hop from sink k
transmits the data of CH i to the sink, this would mean that
all intermediate CHs within the routing path from i to the
sink have transmitted this data, i.e., Pr{tk

i = 1} = Pr{tk
i,1 =

1, . . . , tk
i,N k

i
= 1} = Pr{tk

i,1 = 1}. In other words, within a

schedule period of length Sk , all CHs would have transmitted
their packets to the sink. Hence, the transmission probabil-
ity P(tk

i = 1) = 1
Sk

. Thus, P(tk
i = 1) ≥ 1

Nint f nk
. For general

NFreq , we have

P(tk
i = 1) ≥ NFreq

Nint f nk
. (A-5)

�
1Note that Nh,k and N f,h,k are integer values in general, that is why we have

the semi-equal sign in (A-2).
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